
 

 

 

 

Working together to make life better 

Mr Wilde in Kolkata! 

 

Mr Wilde is coming to the end of his time in 

Kolkata and we could not be more proud to 

still be working with Hastings School and 

involved in the amazing partnership             

between the Cathedral Relief Service 

teachers and the staff of the Derby           

Diocesan schools.   
 
At Hastings this week Mr Wilde and the 

children have been enjoying the story of  

Goldilocks and the Three Bears.  He says: 

 
 

 

‘I was surprised when we first arrived as 

there were only 15 children waiting for us 

but they gradually started appearing as 

they were rounded up from the nearby 

streets. Eventually there were about 50 

children, the youngest of whom was only 

2 years old.   

 

After some language games we acted out 

the story of Goldilocks and the children 

learnt the song we had practised at 

school. They loved watching the video of 

the South Darley children singing and they 

kept trying to wave to you as they thought 

you were watching!   

 

We recorded them singing the song too 

and I look forward to showing you it.’ 
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‘I then gave the children the South Darley tea towel with all your faces drawn on and the children 

used T-shirts and pens to draw their own designs to send back to you )Alex and Ellie, Derby 

University students, were with me and they are staying for a month so may visit Hastings again. 

)When she (Alex) asked the teacher she found out that the (youngest) girl doesn’t have any  

parents and just wanders the streets spending time with whoever will give her attention. I shudder 

to think of what her future may be. Hastings School is the only structure she has in her life and it 

is essential that it can develop and grow to meet the many needs of the children.’ 
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Training with the CRS teachers has also continued this year and the fantastic news from several of the 

Derbyshire teachers is that there are now children in the slum schools who can read.  I’m going to say 

that again+  They can READ.  If there is one thing that makes our participation in this project           

worthwhile then it’s that.  Being able to read English is potentially life changing for those children and 

their way out of the terrible poverty trap.   

It also represents an incredible amount of work from their teachers and shows the impact of some of the 

training they have received.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Wilde says: 

‘Today (Thursday) was the second full day of teacher          

training and was as successful as the first. Today I led           

sessions in the morning about how to make pipe cleaner 

people and then use these puppet like figures to say English 

phrases and conversations. 

In the afternoon I took two more groups so they could learn 

how the Goldilocks story sack is used. 

At the end of the day the Indian teachers received             

certificates for their training.’ 

For teachers with no formal education or training at all,    

certificates for their achievements are a big deal and we 

hope it inspires them to continue their brilliant work. 
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Mr Wilde has also sent pictures of his visits to Kolkata’s tourist areas, boat trip, delicious food 

and a full Indian banquet.  Well done, Mr Wilde!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safe travels home and 

we can’t wait to hear 

more about your       

adventures next week!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can catch up on his news and see what he’s up to this weekend on his blog               

mrwildeinkolkata.home.blog. 


